


Introduction

• Scene Text Detection aim to locate text from images in natural scene and have been 
widely used in license plate recognition, road sign recognition, image retrieval, commercial 
recommendation, etc.

• Traditional STD methods (using hand-crafted features): 1) sliding window; 2) connected 
component.

• DNN-based models:  
• 1) regression-based; directly regress bounding box of text instances.
• 2) segmentation-based; segment text instances out of a scene image and then post-

process the obtained segmentation map.
• Challenges:

• Various architectures of models (regression-based and segmentation-based);  We 
define a probability map to formulate them.

• Objects are smaller and of great amount; We design a threshold loss to avoid 
attacking objects from missing.



Introduction

• Contributions:
• Our attack is capable to craft adversarial examples for various 

DNN-based STD methods (regression-based and 
segmentation-based). We adopt a threshold loss that strictly 
prevents attacking targets from missing.

• We design specific and universal attacks and both of them 
have good attack performance.

• We make black-box evaluation by attacking a real-world STD 
engine of Google OCR, which verifies the potential 
applications of our attacks in practice.



Method

• Attacked models:
• Regression-based:

1. EAST: an anchor-free method, regress relative positions of corner points based on a single 
feature vector in the feature map.

2. Textbox++: is a variant of SSD, applies quadrilateral regression to detect multi-oriented text.
• Segmentation-based:

1. CRAFT: is a character-level detector that treats the segmentation of a text instance as a 
heatmap, whose central points have higher values.

2. DB: adaptive thresholds to distinguish which pixels are text or not by comparing its 
probability with the corresponding threshold.

• Problem Formulation:
• Both regression-based and segmentation-based methods make predictions based on the final 

feature maps. 1) For regression-based, every position in the feature map correspond with one or 
more proposals; 2) for segmentation-based, every position in the feature map correspond with a 
probability indicating it’s text or not, we dub it proposal as well.

• Probability map: 
• Anchor-free or segmentation-based: 𝐾 = 1;
• ℎ, 𝑤 are the height and width of final feature map.
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• Specific Attack:
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• Universal Attack:



Experiments Setting

• Attacked models: EAST (VGG16), Textbox++ (ResNet-50) , CRAFT (VGG16), DB (ResNet-50).
• Dataset: ICDAR 2015, multi-oriented; Total-Text, curve and multi-oriented.
• Evaluation metrics: precision, recall, mAP.



Overall Results



Cross-dataset transfer attack



Cross-model transfer attack



Conclusion

• Some findings:
• Adversarial examples crafted by more complicated backbone (ResNet) are more transferable 

and have better attack performance.
• Models with complicated backbone (ResNet) are more robust and harder to be transfer 

attacked.
• Adversarial examples crafted by universal attacks are more transferable.

• Conclusions:
• we are the first to propose a generic and efficient attack method against both regression-based 

and segmentation-based STD models.
• We define a generic probability map for all STD models and optimize a threshold loss that can 

prevent attacking targets from missing.
• We then conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our attack method on four state-of-the-art 

STD models and a real-world STD engine of Google OCR, in which our method consistently 
degrades the detection accuracy of these models.


